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“Stay Awake!” 

1 Thess 5:6 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It Is Ridden! 
Biker Bible Group (BBG) Agenda 

TOPIC: Stay Awake!             

AGENDA: Here’s a suggested agenda.  Feel free to make it fit your BBG needs.         

Fellowship Time 
Opening Prayer 
Read the Key Verse 
Read the Background 
Discuss Other Verses (group suggests other Bible verses) 
Biker Bible Group Discussion 
Discipleship Challenge (personal, private reflection) 
Closing Comments (key thoughts and take-aways) 
Next Week (where / when / what) 
Closing Prayer (prayer needs and requests) 

KEY VERSE: 1 Thess 5:16   

So then, let us not be like others, who are asleep, but let us be awake 
and sober.  (1 Thess 5:6, NIV) 

BACKGROUND … 

Those who ride know that we have to be alert all the time.  A single 
moment's lapse on the road can lead to disaster.  In life, we ride a Holy 
Highway (Isa 35:8).  The same rules apply.  Today's Scripture tells us we 
cannot be like the rest of the world. They're not paying attention (1 Thess 
5:6).  We need to do the opposite and even ride in the opposite direction.  
We are in this world, but we don't have to be under the influence of the 
devil (John 17:15).  Let your heads and hearts be on a spiritual swivel 
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today as you ride through life.  Follow the Lord's lead and take time to 
love those He puts on your path!  Let’s talk! 

DISCIPLESHIP PRINCIPLES (Source: DailyVerses.net) … 

Safety  
Self-Control  !

RELATED SCRIPTURE … 

Ps 27:1 
John 17:15 
Prov 25:28 !

BIKER BIBLE GROUP DISCUSSION … 

1. Why do you think the author of this passage originally wrote it?  What 
was his purpose(s)? 

2. Of course, we know God is the true Author of all Scripture.  What do 
you think God wanted us to know when He inspired this passage? 

3. Why is this Bible passage important to bikers today?  What can we 
learn from it? 

4. How does this passage apply in our world today?  What’s going on 
around us that this message might impact? 

5. What other questions would you like to ask the group or what other 
points would you like to make? !

DISCIPLESHIP CHALLENGE:  Based on the Scripture and your group discussions … 

1. What do you need to start doing in your life? 
2. What should you probably stop doing? 
3. What things could you pray about changing with God’s help? 

NOTE:  The “Disciple Challenge” is to actually take action on at least 
one of the questions above! 

CLOSING COMMENTS … 

What were some of the Key Thoughts and ideas from today’s group 
discussion?  What do you remember?  What stands out as 
important? 
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If you could suggest one thing to the rest of the group to take away 
from this discussion, what would it be? 

NEXT WEEK …  identify the “It is Ridden” topic the group will discuss at the next BBG 
meeting. 

CLOSING PRAYER 
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It Is Ridden! 
Biker Bible Group Notes 

Use the space below to write important notes you might want to review later. 
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